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Current State of Authentication

Limited Current Solutions
Password Managers
Two Factor Authentication
Our Mission

Bring a seamless login process and a secure authentication pipeline to websites and their customers!
WEBSITE/APPLICATION ➔ SIGN IN WITH SALAUTH ➔ MOBILE/CAMERA ➔ IMAGE SCAN ➔ AWS REST API ➔ AWS LAMBDA ➔ AWS REDSHIFT ➔ AWS DYNAMODB

Authentication Success/Failure
Developer Pipeline

salauth.com → Use Case Configuration → Configurable Web Component Created → Implementation
Camera Requirements

1080p
Depth Sensor
Near to Face
Key Features

Cross-Platform Facial Authentication
Privacy
Average 5.2 Second Sign In*

*On Web, with an internet speed of 40 Mbps
Developer Benefits

- Easy Integration
- Increased Security
- Optional Security Measures
- Scalability
Website User Benefits

Convenient Login Process
More Secure
No Password Manager
FAQ

What if two users look very alike?
What about picture spoofing?
What’s the cost to developers?
Summary

Facial Authentication Login
Convenient Use
Easy Integration